This paper looks at how phrases are conceptualized in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) research and practice. It presents examples of phrases identified in academic discourse by EAP researchers, and compares these with examples of the phrases taught in EAP writing course books. The paper highlights the ways in which the forms and functions of phrases recommended for teaching by EAP researchers are different from the forms and functions recommended for teaching in EAP writing materials. This paper illustrates this apparent divergence between EAP research and practice through reviewing the concept of 'function' as applied to phrases in both academic discourse research and EAP pedagogy. It then compares the forms and functions categories for six sets of phrases: two produced by researchers and intended for pedagogy, and four found in teaching materials. The paper suggests that, in this area of EAP at least, Halliday's work is more directly influential on current research than on current practice, and that EAP phraseology is one area where the growing gap between EAP research and practice can in future be quantified.
(and are) applied in instructional materials used by academics in the discipline within their teaching materials for students" (Hamp-Lyons (2015) , p. A2), and asked whether the EAP profession should "take a more critical view of the salience of various phenomena" found in such language-focused research.
This paper is a response to the questions raised by Hamp-Lyons; it argues that phraseology is an area of EAP which has salience for both corpus linguistic researchers, who search corpora for frequent phrases in academic discourse, and classroom-based EAP practitioners, who help their students acquire and use phrases for appropriate academic writing. Phraseology is therefore an ideal lens through which to view the nature of the gap between EAP research and practice, and this paper resonates with the theme of this special issue of JEAP by illustrating M. A. K. Halliday's varying influence on these two aspects of the field.
Over the last 50 years, the central role of phraseology in language in general, and in academic discourse in particular, has been revealed in increasing detail by the adoption of corpus techniques by language researchers. Well before the turn of the 21st century, EAP researchers collected and studied large corpora of academic writing across texts, genres, registers, and disciplines in order to identify and list frequently occurring phrases. 1 These researchers have then examined the way these phrases function in the discourse, and grouped them in various functional categories. These functional categories for phrases correspond to ideational, interpersonal, and textual metafunctions (Christie, 2017; Halliday & Hasan, 1989; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014) , reflecting a clear Hallidayan influence on corpus-linguistic EAP research in this area.
In EAP practice, lists of phrases can similarly be found in course books and websites for teaching academic writing. These are intended to provide students with language which they can adapt for use with their own ideas so that their written expression is phrased appropriately. Again, each of these phrases is also associated with a particular function for use at a specific point in a text.
Yet on closer inspection the functions specified for phrases in these materials for EAP writing classroom practice do not obviously fit into the Hallidayan categories for phrases universally adopted in EAP research. The functions assigned to phrases in teaching are often instead pragmatic phrases specific to a particular genre or text type or for a particular rhetorical purpose. It seems odd that while EAP researchers unanimously apply Halliday's categories to the phrases they recommend for EAP teaching, the writers of EAP materials, who are very often teachers themselves, view the function of their phrases so differently.
This paper therefore aims to illustrate and give examples, in an impressionistic way, of this apparent divergence between EAP research and practice. It first summarizes Halliday's early contributions to EAP and phraseology and connects these to work on phrases in academic discourse research and EAP pedagogy. It then reviews the concept of 'function' as applied to these phrases in academic discourse research and EAP pedagogy, orienting rhetorical functions in relation to what Tribble (1996 Tribble ( , 2009 Tribble ( , 2015 terms the "social/genre" academic writing tradition.
The paper then presents a discussion 2 of a sample of six sets of phrases proposed for the teaching of EAP writing e two from research and four from EAP teaching materials. It then reviews a sample of six sets of phrases proposed for the teaching of EAP writing: two produced by researchers and specifically intended for pedagogy (Liu, 2012; Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010) , and four from a variety of resources for teaching phrases in EAP writing (Barros, 2016; Godfrey, 2013; Morley, 2018; OPAL, 2019) . The paper describes the forms of these phrases and the functions given to them and illustrates the breadth and limits of Halliday's influence in this area.
samples of the language used by the particular persons concerned" (1964, p. 190) . In thus setting out the research agenda for English for Specific Purposes (ESP) Halliday also laid the foundations for corpus linguistic research in EAP.
Around the same time, Halliday was also working on collocation, the phraseological area of linguistic theory developed by his tutor J. R. Firth, which sought to account for the tendency for particular words to combine more often with some words rather than others. Halliday improved on Firth's (1957) somewhat unclear theoretical statements on the nature of collocation (Robins, 1961, p. 198) by proposing a definition which specified both linear and statistical elements and thus could be empirically tested:
the syntagmatic association of lexical items, quantifiable, textually, as the probability that there will occur, at n removes (a distance of n lexical items) from an item x, the items a, b, c ... . Any given item thus enters into a range of collocation, the items with which it is collocated being ranged from more or less probable. (Halliday, 1961 , p. 276 cited in Oakey, 2009 An item, such as a word, is therefore very likely to occur with some words, and much less likely to co-occur with other words. Halliday pointed out that such empirical investigation of collocational relations between items "would require the study of very large samples of text" (Halliday, 1966, p. 159 ), a methodological approach which his student John Sinclair and others carried forward into the use of ever-larger corpora for lexicography and English Language Teaching (COBUILD, 1996; Daley, Jones, & Sinclair, 1971 Sinclair, 1987 Sinclair, , 1991 and which was then more widely adopted by EAP researchers to study and identify phrases for teaching academic writing.
SFL and metafunctions
Halliday, later joined by many other collaborators, eventually developed the SFL framework (Halliday, 1973 (Halliday, , 1978 (Halliday, , 1994 Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004 discussed in the papers in the current issue of this journal. SFL formulated the systemic relationship between language and Malinowski's notions of meaning as 'context of situation' and 'context of culture' (Malinowski, 1923) by introducing the notion of 'metafunctions' of language. In this model, language is not only a semiotic system itself, but is also the means by which meaning is expressed through two other semiotic systems, namely 'register' and 'genre'. The term 'register' in this model refers to the systematic relationship between language and Malinowski's context of situation, while 'genre' corresponds to Malinowski's broader notion of context of culture (Martin, 2010, p. 17) . Genre acts on register by constraining the possible combinations of different categories of register, and register in turn constrains language by limiting the linguistic choices available to the participants.
The relationship between language and meaning as context of situation is the correspondence of these three categories of register to three aspects of meaning, termed 'metafunctions': the 'field' of discourse, i.e. the area of operation of language activity, corresponds to the 'ideational' metafunction of language, in which human experience is construed through identifying and categorising the world. The 'tenor' of discourse, the relationship between discourse participants, relates to the 'interpersonal' metafunction of language which takes account of participants and communicative circumstances, while the 'mode' of discourse, primarily spoken or written, relates to the 'textual' metafunction of language, which organises and creates cohesion in the discourse (Halliday, 1994, p. xiii; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, pp. 30e31 ).
Academic discourse is particularly amenable to analysis in terms of SFL metafunctions since it occurs within clearly identifiable and describable contexts of culture and situation. Writing takes place on recognised textual platforms, such as research articles and course books, which are subject to ideational constraints from the subject matter, and to interpersonal and textual constraints from the established conventions of the discourse community. Metafunctions thus relate linguistic form to what the writer is writing about, who the writer is writing for, and the textual platform on which the writing takes place. Systemic linguists "use grammatical evidence about the nature of field, mode and tenor at the same time as it gives them a way of explaining why language has the shape it does in terms of the way in which people use it" (Martin, 2010, p. 18 ).
It will be seen in this paper that these three Hallidayan metafunctional components have been most influential in EAP research on phrases in academic discourse: they were initially adopted by Biber et al., whose framework then influenced the functional categorisations of Simpson-Vlach and Ellis (2010) and Liu (2012) . Approaches to teaching EAP writing, however, reflect a different understanding of 'function', and these differences will be looked at in the following section.
Functions in the social/genre approach to EAP writing pedagogy
Since the adoption of the communicative language teaching paradigm in the 1970s, many English language course books have contained phrases associated with a particular communicative function. Both Wilkins in Notional Syllabuses (1976) and Munby in Communicative Syllabus Design (Munby, 1978) stressed that a learner's communicative competence includes knowing how to say or write the phrases appropriate to the relevant communicative context (Widdowson, 1989) . English language teaching course books such as Functions of English (Jones, 1981) were organised around the idea that students "must learn which structures are appropriate to the situation they are in" (Jones, 1981, p. 1) , and should acquire a repertoire of phrases for functions such as "asking for information", "refusing to do something", and "giving an opinion" (Jones, 1981) . Such a teaching approach was criticised for focusing too much on the interpersonal functional aspect of language, placing "an overemphasis on language as an instrument of social interaction and a neglect of its equally important conceptualising function" (Doff, Jones, & Mitchell, 1984 , p. 12), i.e. its ideational aspect. This type of approach was also faulted for its simplistic pedagogy: "the student is simply presented with pairings of form and function which he (sic) can only commit to memory" (Doff, Jones, & Mitchell, 1984) .
Phrases associated with particular functions have continued nonetheless to figure prominently in EAP writing course books. The concept of 'function' in the teaching of EAP writing encompasses a broad range of meanings depending on the approach taken. In the approach to teaching writing common at north American universities, referred to by Tribble (1996 Tribble ( , 2009 Tribble ( , 2015 as the "intellectual/rhetorical" tradition, all students, whether L1 or L2 English speakers, take classes in what Tribble (2009, p. 411) terms "essayist literacy," i.e. personal, rather than evidence-based, writing. This sort of teaching is less genre-or register-based in the Hallidayan ESP tradition and more aimed at producing students who can argue a case clearly and persuasively (Tardy & Jwa, 2016 ). An influential phrase book in this intellectual/rhetorical tradition is "They Say/I Say": The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing (Birkenstein & Graff, 2018) which is discussed elsewhere in a wider empirical survey of phrases in academic writing (Oakey, Hughes & Zhang, in preparation) . Being developed for the intellectual/rhetorical tradition, writing materials such as Birkenstein and Graff (2018) , as Tribble (2009, p. 402 ) points out, are not always understood well outside north America. 3 Rather than look at phrases as taught in the intellectual/rhetorical tradition, therefore, this paper instead focuses on phrases taught in what Tribble (2009) calls the 'social/genre' tradition. This tradition was informed, as has already been seen, by work arising from Halliday et al. (1964) 's call for descriptions of academic contexts of situation and culture, and the language shaped by them, to be "the starting points for any pedagogic solutions that are developed to meet learners' needs" (Tribble, 2009, p. 401) . The 'social/genre' tradition prioritises written genres used in academic contexts; teaching materials focus on functions that realise different genres or particular stages of a genre, such as the influential "Create a Research Space" (CARS) model (Swales, 1990 (Swales, , 2004 Swales & Feak, 2012) for teaching rhetorical moves in Introduction-Methodology-Results-Discussion (IMRD) research article writing. A more general set of rhetorical functions is based on writing purpose, i.e. by describing types of processes, writing definitions, or describing cause-and-effect relationships. Students on their degree courses are unlikely to be required to write complete texts solely based on just one of these functions. Nonetheless, functions such as these have long offered a useful way of organising academic writing teaching textbooks, as can be seen in the similarities between the contents pages from Jordan (1980 Jordan ( , 1990 Jordan ( , 1999 and Bunting, Diniz and Reppen (2012) in Fig. 1 .
It is clear from Fig. 1 that concepts such as 'definition', 'classification', 'comparison and contrast', and 'cause and effect'appearing as they do as chapter headings in books written three decades apart -are long established functions in the 'social/ genre' tradition of teaching EAP writing, and, as will be seen below, this is one of the key continuing influences of Halliday et al. (1964) on current EAP teaching. Having briefly surveyed the notions of "function" in relation to the broad field of EAP writing research and pedagogy, we now look more closely at the forms and then the functions of the phrases investigated in this paper.
Forms of phrases in EAP research and teaching materials
Phrases of various kinds have long been seen as important in many areas of first and second language theory and practice: in first and second language acquisition, processing, and production (McCauley & Christiansen, 2014; Pawley & Syder, 1983; Peters, 1973; Theakston & Lieven, 2017; Wray, 2012) ; cognitive linguistics (Culicover, Jackendoff, & Audring, 2017; Ellis & Ferreira-Junior, 2009; Goldberg, 2006) ; empirical pragmatics (Bardovi-Harlig, 2012) lexicology and lexicography (Cowie, 1981 (Cowie, , 1992 (Cowie, , 1998 Cruse, 1986) ; literary stylistics (MacKenzie, 2000; MacKenzie & Kayman, 2016; Oakey & Gonz alez-Díaz, 2019) , and even self-improvement and etiquette guides (Kleiser, 1917; Sullivan, 2016; Werner, 1985) . In English language teaching they have long been a part of both grammar and vocabulary teaching (Hornby, 1948; Mittins, 1950; Palmer, 1933) and in EAP since corpus research was applied to academic discourse following the suggestions by Halliday et al. (1964) . This section accordingly reviews the various forms of phrases to be found in published research and EAP teaching materials. Jordan (1980 Jordan ( , 1990 Jordan ( , 1999 Bunting et al (2012) Unit 
Forms of phrases in EAP research
As has already been mentioned, large-scale corpus work on phrases in academic discourse began in the 1990s and, over the next two decades, a number of research studies resulted in the publication of lists of phrases. These phrases took various forms, and the forms were given different labels. As well as 'lexical bundles' (Biber, 2006; Biber, Conrad, & Cortes, 2004; Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, & Finegan, 1999; Hyland, 2008 and numerous subsequent papers by these and other researchers), lists were published of 'academic formulas' (Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010), and 'multi-word constructions' (Liu, 2012) . 4 Fig. 2 shows representative examples of the forms of each of these phrases.
Lexical bundles (Biber et al., 1999) were originally described exclusively in terms of their structure, rather than being associated with functions, and were used as a way of illustrating differences between 'registers' (in Biber et al.'s non-SFL meaning of the term). Lexical bundles take the form of fixed strings of words which show "a statistical tendency to cooccur" (Biber et al., 1999, p. 989) and therefore "commonly go together in natural discourse" (Biber et al., 1999, p. 990) . The lexical bundle is a 'n-gram', i.e. a contiguous string of words n words long, without gaps. To be classed as a lexical bundle, an ngram needs to occur in at least 10 different texts in a corpus a minimum number of times. This minimum frequency whereby an n-gram can be classed as a lexical bundle, originally 40 occurrences per million words, is set by different researchers at a "somewhat arbitrary" level (Biber, 2006, p. 134; Biber & Barbieri, 2007, p. 267; Biber et al., 2004, p. 376; Hyland, 2008, p. 8) . The choice of the minimum frequency threshold setting appears to be driven by the need to keep the number of items in the analysis down to a manageable level, although it has recently been pointed out that even small alterations in the minimum frequency threshold have the potential to significantly affect which bundles are identified and which functions they perform (Samraj, 2018) .
A notable initial finding by Biber et al., 1999 was that lexical bundles in the register of academic prose were largely made up of noun phrases, or fragments thereof, and those in the register of conversation usually contained verb phrases or were parts of clauses (Biber et al., 1999, p. 992) . It can be seen from Fig. 2 that lexical bundles are often fragments of more traditional linguistic structures, such as a noun phrase followed by part of a post-modifying prepositional phrase as in the nature of the. Whether this fragmented nature of phrases identified through corpus analysis affects their salience for EAP teachers and learners is food for thought. As will be seen below, lexical bundles were later assigned various discourse functions to become form-function units, together with recommendations by researchers that these phrases were suitable for use in teaching EAP writing.
The academic formulas list (Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010) was an attempt to improve on phrases such as lexical bundles which had been identified purely by frequency and which seemed "neither terribly functional nor pedagogically compelling" (Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010, p. 493). Academic formulas were instead intended to be more pedagogically useful for academic writing while still being empirically identified. These phrases were identified by triangulating between corpus frequency and judgements, by practising EAP teachers, of their meaning and teachability. Mutual Information (MI) scores were preferred to raw frequency for identifying these formulas, since a higher MI score suggests a stronger association between the words in the phrase and that their co-occurrence is less likely to be due to chance. Corpus data was taken from Hyland's (2008) research article corpus and the academic portion of the online British National Corpus (BNC) (Davies, 2004-) . As can be seen from Fig. 2 , academic formulas such as there is a and part of the still appear fragmented compared to traditional linguistic structures, but the key difference from lexical bundles is their validation as meaningful and teachable (and by implication more salient) by practising EAP teachers.
Lexical Bundles (Biber, Conrad, & Cortes 2004) Academic Formulas (Simpson-Vlach & Ellis 2010)
Multi-Word Constructions (Liu 2012) the nature of the in terms of such as (det + N) in the case of at the same time for example in terms of the from the point of view as well as (det + N) as a result of in order to NP suggest that on the basis of as well as according to (det + N) in the absence of part of the (be) based on (det + N) the way in which the fact that there be det + N the extent to which in other words there be no NP in the presence of the point of view of a/the (large/small) number of at the same time there is a out of (det + N) Finally, the list of multi-word constructions (Liu, 2012) was an attempt to present phrases for teaching that were more complete in form than lexical bundles or academic formulas. Liu was dissatisfied with the fragmented nature of these previous phrases, and instead adapted an item from cognitive linguistics, the 'construction' (Culicover et al., 2017; Ellis & Ferreira-Junior, 2009; Goldberg, 2006) . Constructions combine cognitive and social perspectives on language, and are seen as "basic units of the linguistic system, accepted as convention in the speech community and entrenched as grammatical knowledge in the speaker's mind" (Ellis & Ferreira-Junior, 2009, p. 370) . Constructions are in opposition to the traditional binary model according to which "each person's brain contains a lexicon of words and the concepts they stand for (a mental dictionary) and a set of rules that combine the words to convey relationships among concepts (a mental grammar)" (Pinker, 1994, p. 85) . Constructions underlie both the form and function of language: they "specify the morphological, syntactic, and lexical form of language and the associated semantic, pragmatic, and discourse functions … and it is their communicative functions that motivate their learning" (Ellis & Ferreira-Junior, 2009, p. 370) and so for Liu the construction from cognitive linguistics was a useful item on which to base the multi-word constructions for EAP pedagogy. Unlike other types of phrases, constructions are not necessarily specified as strings of words; while they can be 'filled' and appear like fully-formed phrases, such as for example in Fig. 2 , they also can be partially filled with a word class, as in such as (det þ N). The 'partially-filled' element means each item is a 'complete' construction rather than a fragment and thus more learnable: "presenting structurally-incomplete lexical bundles as partially-filled constructions enables us to represent them as complete constructions" (Liu, 2012, p. 28) and thus by implication make these phrases more salient for teachers and learners. Corpus data for Liu's study was again taken from the academic portion of the BNC and also the much larger academic subsection of the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) (Davies, 2008-) . Unlike lexical bundles and academic formulas, however, multi-word constructions were not automatically extracted items: a list of 559 items was drawn up from a variety of previous studies and learner dictionaries and then searched for manually in the corpora (Liu, 2012, p. 29 ).
As we have seen in this section, corpus linguistic research on phrases produces novel language items which could not easily have been identified without the use of software. Their fragmentary, incomplete or partially-filled nature makes them different in form from traditionally taught language items. In spite of this, the researchers who compiled these lists of phrases believe them to be useful for pedagogy in a similar way to Lewis (2000) , who maintains that incomplete phrases like as a function of, and in the case of and so on are "precisely the kind of language … which is likely to be invisible to learners," (Lewis, 2000, p. 147) who are much more likely to focus on familiar, 'salient' language items like lexical words. Having described the forms of the phrases in EAP research, therefore, we now move on to surveying the phrases which are visibly presented to learners directly in EAP teaching materials.
Forms of phrases in EAP pedagogy
Phrases were a feature of EAP writing teaching course books long before the adoption of corpus linguistic research methods. An example of the types of phrases in academic writing textbooks can be found in Jordan (1980) who presents "impersonal verb phrases often associated with conclusions" as in Fig. 3 :
It can be seen that these phrases pair form with function. In terms of their form and structure they are 'extraposed that clauses' or 'introductory it patterns' (Oakey, 2002; Hewings & Hewings, 2002; Larsson, 2017; Peacock, 2007) , while in terms of their function, they have a discourse organising or textual function, i.e. signalling the discourse structure to the reader, in this case the conclusion to a text or part of a text. Some also appear to have an interpersonal function: the choice of verb indicates the degree of commitment to the proposition made by the writer, i.e. his or her 'stance', and that this item, rather than an alternative formulation such as many people think that, is a more appropriate academic writing style.
A decade after Jordan's phrases, Nattinger and DeCarrico (1992) provided lists of phrases they called 'lexical phrases,' which they defined as collocations which have a pragmatic function in discourse. Lexical phrases can be discontinuous strings of words with slots or letters which can be replaced by noun phrases, such as according to _____, X is Y (Nattinger & DeCarrico, 1992, p. 165) to which Nattinger and DeCarrico assign a "topic priming" function. They can also be continuous strings of words containing upper-case letters that can be replaced with time adverbials or clauses, such as For a long time X, it has been the case that X, to which they also assign a "topic priming" function. They argued that a combination or "mosaic" (Nattinger & DeCarrico, 1992, p. 166) of appropriate lexical phrases constitutes the framework for the content of a text which adheres to the constraints imposed by the genre. Nattinger and DeCarrico accordingly specified the framework for a first year composition essay written in the 'intellectual/rhetorical' tradition (Tribble, 2009, p. 402) . Nattinger and DeCarrico were an influence on the Lexical Approach to English language teaching (Lewis, 1993 (Lewis, , 1997 (Lewis, , 2000 and this approach in turn influenced approaches to using phrases in the teaching of academic writing. Lewis recommended that students writing in "a particular
It has been suggested that
It is generally agreed that
It is widely accepted that
It is now generally recognised that (these indicate stronger evidence) Fig. 3 . "Impersonal verb phrases" in Academic Writing Course (Jordan, 1980) . genre such as academic English [develop] an awareness of the sentence heads and frames typical of the genre." (Lewis, 1996, p. 15 ).
In the current paper, two lists of phrases are examined which come from academic writing phrase books published independently by practising EAP teachers: The Only Academic Phrasebook You'll Ever Need: 600 Examples of Academic Language (Barros, 2016) and The Academic Phrasebank (Morley, 2018) .
The inclusion of these two books in this study reflects Tribble's observation that teachers have a growing independence from published course materials. As teachers come to a fuller understanding of the specificity of the needs of their students, they become less happy with published coursebooks and more confident in their capacity to develop materials which will be specifically relevant to the needs of their learners (Tribble, 2009, pp. 401e402) Tribble's observation, in tandem with that of Hamp-Lyons referred to in the Introduction above, feeds into the debate regarding the usefulness of EAP research for language teaching practice: if EAP researchers continue to identify and recommend language features which teachers and learners do not see as salient, then teachers will produce other materials themselves. These two books were selected by the "Customers who bought this item also bought …" algorithm on Amazon.co.uk, which suggests they are highly relevant in terms of content and consumer demand to other mainstream phrase books. The two other lists of phrases come from materials produced by 'mainstream' publishers: the first is the highest-selling academic writing phrase book in the Student Life category on Amazon.co.uk: The Student Phrase Book: Vocabulary for Writing at University (Godfrey, 2013) while the Oxford Phrasal Academic Lexicon (OPAL) is part of the widely used Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary website (OPAL, 2019) .
The lists of phrases in these different sets of materials were prepared using a variety of methods and data sets. The OPAL phrases, according to the website, were taken using data from the Oxford Corpus of Academic English (OCAE), "using a scientific method called 'keyword analysis' to identify the words and phrases that are the most important in an academic setting" (OPAL, 2019). Morley's phrases originally came from 100 postgraduate dissertations completed at the University of Manchester (Morley, 2004) and have since been expanded from academic articles drawn from a wide range of academic disciplines (Morley, 2018, p. 4 ). Godfrey's phrases were "collected over 24 years of teaching writing to university students" (Godfrey, 2013, p. viii). Barros's phrase list originated in the phrases he noticed in his own MA reading and which he collected to help him in his own academic writing and which subsequently became a popular EAP blog post before publication as a book (Barros, 2016, pp. 69e70). These phrases have a particular face validity for teaching EAP writing since they were evidently salient features for a non-native speaker learning to write academic English. Representative examples of these phrases are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 :
In terms of structure, the forms of the phrases in OPAL stand out as being the most similar to the lexical bundles, academic formulas, and multi-word constructions described in the previous section. This stands to reason, since these phrases were similarly identified by researchers from a corpus, even if the identification criteria are less fully described. The most notable difference between the OPAL phrases and the phrases in the other three sets of materials is the prevalence of clausal elements in the latter. We have already seen that lexical bundles in academic prose tend to consist more of nominal fragments than parts of clauses. The phrases in the published EAP materials, by contrast, are made up much largely of clauses. This can either
OPAL (Oxford 2019)
Phrases (Godfrey, 2013) (emphasis in the original) in terms of the idea of it is important to note that there is no doubt that it has been argued that result(s) in depend(s) on the manner in which the influence of have a significant impact on on the other hand there are a number of reduction in the number of in this study in recent years the emergence of The question of whether to legalise all drugs is regularly debated in the media. The (principal) purpose / objective / aim / goal of this report is to identify solutions to the company's problems. The participants were allocated / assigned randomly to one of five groups. A large number of / A small number of students returned the questionnaire.
Our results suggest that student numbers will level off / level out / reach a plateau over the next few years. The chemical inhibits / restricts / curtails / limits plant growth. Many people think / hold the opinion / are of the opinion that using animals for experimentation is inhumane. A carving depicting / showing / representing a mammoth has recently been found on a bone fragment in Florida. This survey provides fresh insights into / gives us a better understanding of why people smoke. Picasso is widely regarded as / viewed as / thought of as / considered to be a major influence in twentieth-century art. be a full clause with an incomplete adverbial phrase, as in "Means and standard deviations were determined through ______" (Barros, 2016) or complete sentences, as in "The present study was subject to a number of potential methodological weaknesses." (Morley, 2018) . This difference is so marked that it again brings to mind Hamp-Lyons's comment regarding salience referred to in the Introduction above. These more complete structures such as clauses and sentences appear to be more salient to EAP materials producers in identifying phrases as important for EAP learners, and less so to producers of corpus linguistic phrase lists who as we have seen use frequency and other statistical measures to identify their phrases. That said, some might argue that it is debateable whether complete sentences such as those in Morley's and Barros's lists can be considered phraseological at all, unless they are seen as "fully-filled" rather than "partially-filled" constructions. Davis and Morley (2015) asked academics in different disciplines what was considered acceptable re-use of academic phrases. Long, complete sentences containing general lexical items, such as "These results therefore need to be interpreted with caution" and "Much of the research up to now has been descriptive in nature" were regarded as acceptable by a high proportion of respondents, while short sentences containing content-specific lexical items, such as "Dawkins is deaf to theology" were regarded as unacceptable by respondents.
After this survey of the forms of phrases in both research and EAP pedagogy, and the discussion of the differences between them, the paper now focuses on the functions these phrases have been assigned.
Functions assigned to phrases in EAP research and teaching materials
As discussed in section 2.2 above, communicative approaches to language teaching have long associated language forms with functions. The functions of the phrases reviewed in this paper also show a marked difference between those assigned by researchers and those assigned by materials writers. The aim of this section is not to propose new functional categories for phrases, but to bring together existing categories proposed by researchers and practitioners and reveal similarities and differences as a way of illustrating the gap between EAP research and practice in this area.
Functions assigned to phrases in EAP writing research
The functions assigned to the two sets of phrases identified by researchers, academic formulas (Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010, p. 503) and multi-word constructions (Liu, 2012, p. 30) are based on those of Biber et al. (2004) . Biber et al.'s framework is in turn based on Halliday's meta-functions reviewed in section 2.1, and so it is relevant to discuss it first. It will be seen that the Hallidayan influence extends to all the phrases identified by corpus linguistic research which have been assigned functions: lexical bundles, academic formulas, and multi-word constructions, despite their substantial differences in form, are all ascribed similar referential (ideational), stance (interpersonal), and discourse organising (textual) functions in academic writing.
The functional framework for lexical bundles in Biber et al. (2004) was developed from an initial taxonomy, greatly influenced by SFL, proposed by Cortes (2001) . The definition of 'function' refers to "the meanings and purposes of the Sentence templates (Barros, 2016) Phrases (Morley, 2018) A number of recent studies have looked into the effects of ______ on ______ . Few studies have investigated the impact of ______. This study critically reviews ______. The aim of this study is/was to discuss the extent to which ______. This paper provides an overview of recent developments in ______. Much previous work on ______ has focused on ______. While Smith's findings indicate that ______, it has not yet been demonstrated that ______. This study used a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis tools. Means and standard deviations were determined through ______. Future studies will have to investigate the role of ______.
X has received considerable scholarly attention in recent years … The issue of X has been a controversial and much disputed subject within the field of ... Despite the importance of X, there remains a paucity of evidence on … Previous studies have failed to consider the important role played by … The approach to empirical research adopted for this study was one of ... The remaining part of the paper proceeds as follows: ... The most striking result to emerge from the data is that ... A note of caution is due here since … The findings of this research provide insights for … The present study was subject to a number of potential methodological weaknesses. language, functions that try to provide texture or organise the discourse according to situations or contexts" (Cortes, 2004, p. 400) . This definition explicitly connects the pragmatic meaning of lexical bundles, i.e. their discourse functions, to the context of situation. The original framework proposed by Cortes has three core categories of function: 'referential', 'text', and 'stance', shown in Fig. 6 , which correspond to Halliday's metafunctional categories of register discussed in section 2.1, i.e. the ideational, textual, and interpersonal:
Cortes' framework has subsequently evolved according to the data in which the bundles have been found, for example in the more detailed study of academic register by Biber et al. (2004) , which in turn was further revised by Biber (2006) . Since this last study focused solely on academic discourse and did not make any comparisons with other registers, some bundles occurred more frequently or less frequently than in previous studies, and so the categories into which bundles were grouped either became more detailed and contained further subcategories, or were subsumed into superordinate categories. For example, some of the "interactional bundles" mentioned above by Cortes, such as thank you very much and I said to him, occur often in the register of conversation, but seldom occur in the register of academic discourse.
Another functional framework proposed by a corpus linguistic researcher for phrases in academic discourse was for lexical bundles by Hyland (2008) , in which he suggests an alternative functional framework for lexical bundles based on his register corpus of academic prose (this is a different corpus from Hyland's previous journal article corpus (Hyland, 1998) ). Although his lexical bundle framework was again developed from that of Cortes (2004) and Biber et al. (2004) , Hyland also found that it was un-necessary to use the interactional categories arising from conversation data when classifying lexical bundles in academic discourse. Biber's data from "service encounters, institutional texts, and so on … seems to have yielded far more personal, referential, and directive bundles than my more research-focused genres" (Hyland, 2008, p. 13) and so the titles of his functional categories, 'research', 'text' and 'participant-oriented' "specifically reflect the concerns of research writing" (Hyland, 2008) . Fig. 7 summarizes and presents Biber's and Hyland's functional frameworks for lexical bundles side by side with those of Ellis and Simpson-Vlach's academic formulas and Liu's multi-word constructions. 5 Fig. 7 clearly shows the overlap between their superordinate categories and their alignment with the SFL metafunctions. All frameworks have a roughly "interpersonal" category which is used to show a writer's attitude towards and stance on what is being written about, evaluating the propositions made, and including the audience. While "stance" is superordinate in the frameworks of Biber, Simpson-Vlach and Ellis, and Liu, it is a subcategory in Hyland's 'participant-oriented' category.
All frameworks have a superordinate "textual" category, in which bundles are used to organise the discourse, although Hyland's equivalent 'text-oriented' category includes some functions, particularly those relating to 'framing', which Biber, Simpson-Vlach and Ellis, and Liu all place in the ideational category. Biber's 'discourse organisers' is a single category, while Hyland's text-oriented category is sub-divided into transitional, resultative, structuring, and framing signals. Simpson-Vlach and Ellis and Liu include 'topic introduction' under this grouping. Lastly all four studies have an ideational or referential category involving phrases that structure writers' experience of the real world; this includes functions like quantification, time and location.
The functions assigned to these different frameworks match to a remarkable degree, and illustrate how influential Halliday's ideas have been on EAP research, yet when the functions assigned to phrases in EAP writing course books are examined, these seem to have much less in common. This will be discussed in the next section.
Referential bundles perform an ideational function; they help writers structure their experience and determine their way of looking at things. Expressions in this category are time, place, or text markers, such as at the beginning of, the end of the, or at the same time.
Text organizers are word combinations used to express textual functions which are concerned with the meaning of the sentence as a message in relation to the surrounding discourse. Some of the functions performed by these expressions are contrast (e.g. on the other hand), inference (e.g. as a result of), or focus (e.g. it is important to) Stance bundles and interactional bundles perform interpersonal functions. Stance bundles express attitudes that frame some other proposition; expressions such as (e.g., I don't know why, are more likely to). Interactional bundles are conversational word combinations used to express politeness or to report, as in thank you very much, and I said to him. Fig. 6 . Functional categories of lexical bundles (Cortes, 2004, p. 41) . 5 A fuller version is contained in Appendix A.
Functions assigned to phrases in EAP teaching materials
The functional categories for phrases in EAP teaching materials show little direct evidence of the influence of Halliday's three metafunctional categories as a basic organising principle, although there is an underlying suggestion of implicit influence. The functional categories for the four sets of phrases can be seen in Appendices B (Barros, 2016), C (OPAL, 2019), D (Morley, 2018) , and E (Godfrey, 2013). Barros's categories have the least in common with the SFL categories: they are based more on Swales's genre-specific CARS model mentioned above and are organised around the structure of the IMRD paper.
At times the other three sets of phrase functions resemble the contents pages of traditional academic writing course books in the social/genre tradition described in Fig. 1 , featuring purpose-led functions like 'making contrasts' and 'comparing' (OPAL), 'comparing and contrasting' (Morley) , and 'similarity and difference' (Godfrey), as well as 'causes and effects' (OPAL), 'explaining causality' (Morley) and 'cause and effect' (Godfrey). Other functional categories reflect sets of genre-based textspecific functions similar to those of Barros: 'expressing aims' (OPAL), 'introducing work' (Morley) and 'talking about aim and proposition '(Godfrey). Some functional categories actually seem to be less like functions than formal categories, as in 'Phrases with (the) (noun) of' such as the quality of and the study of (OPAL).
There is, however, some overlap with the SFL-derived functional categories for phrases proposed by EAP researchers described in section 4.1. Ideational headings can be seen such as 'referring to time' (OPAL), 'writing about the past' (Morley), and 'structure, time, sequence and frequency' (Godfrey) as well as 'expressing the existence/non-existence of something', and 'describing quantities: presence or absence' (Godfrey). Similarly, some sets of phrases are grouped according to textual functions such as 'referring to the text' (OPAL), and 'signalling transition' (Morley) , and all sets contain phrases with interpersonal functions such as 'hedging and expressing degrees of certainty' (OPAL), 'indicating shared knowledge or understanding' (Morley) , and 'importance' (Godfrey). Godfrey's categories are notable in combining genre-based categories like 'methodology and method, findings' with associated ideational functions like 'size, amount, level and proportion'. All these reveal some underlying Hallidayan influence on these functional categories, even though they are not explicitly organised along SFL lines.
Discussion and conclusion
This paper has surveyed the forms and functions of phrases in EAP research and practice and illustrated how they both reflect Halliday's influence to differing degrees. It will now explore the reasons why the considerable amount of work by corpus linguistic researchers on phrases in academic discourse does not seem to have percolated far into the EAP teaching materials surveyed here. The systematic, comprehensive lists of phrases produced by corpus linguistic researchers certainly indicate that we have moved on from the type of EAP corpus studies that Swales (2002, p. 152 ) tactfully suggested were "enthusiastic yet fragmented efforts" constituting "banked intellectual resources whose pedagogical time has yet to come" (Swales, 2002, p. 159 ). Yet, as this paper has hopefully illustrated, there remains a seeming reluctance on the part of course book writers and teachers to incorporate these phrases in their materials, and a corresponding enthusiasm for producing their own lists.
The sheer amount of detail yielded by corpus results does not seem in itself to be the cause of the problem. The lists of phrases from both research and teaching materials comprise several thousand items, and so incorporating so many phrases in teaching practice is a formidable task regardless of where they were identified.
As suggested at the start of this paper, the gap between EAP research and practice may arise from a problematic relationship between corpus research on academic discourse and its practical application to EAP pedagogy. As Hamp-Lyons (2015) pointed out, it may be that phrases found through corpus linguistic research, although attested examples of language use in authentic academic contexts, somehow lack salience to teachers and learners, leading to the situation whereby
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Bundles in Academic Textbooks (Biber, 2006, pp. 166-168) writers and teachers are filling the gap with materials based on their own experience, and/or pedagogical corpora they have collected themselves. A possible reason for the lack of uptake of research phrases may be the dearth of suggestions by researchers how teachers can use the phrases identified in their practice. While word lists (Coxhead, 2000; Thorndike & Lorge, 1938; West, 1953; Xue & Nation, 1984) , have a long history in English language teaching and are widely incorporated into teaching materials, researchers seem to intend their lists to inform pedagogy in a similar way, regardless of the fact these are list of phrases rather than single words. The "implications for teaching" sections of the articles introducing these lists urge syllabus and materials designers to incorporate the phrases into teaching materials, but with little space to give much more than a general indication of how this might be done. Simpson-Vlach & Ellis are clear about the importance of academic formulas in academic discourse for learners, for example, but, despite their inclusion of practising EAP teachers in the phrase identification process, their paper ultimately has little space for practical advice on incorporating these phrases into teaching, other than the observation that "functional linguistic classification and the organization of constructions according to academic needs and purposes is essential in turning a list into something that might usefully inform curriculum or language testing materials" (Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010, p. 510) . Liu is similarly brief on this point but is more practical, suggesting a learner-centred datadriven approach (Johns, 1991a; 1991b) by which learners bypass teachers and materials designers altogether: "students may search and examine the examples of the constructions in a concordancing format and in the process they can often identify their usage patterns" (Liu, 2012, p. 33) . There still appears to be a need for practising teachers with current experience in the classroom to become more involved in conducting this kind of corpus linguistic research to better ensure that phrases are more classroom-friendly.
Another reason for the gap between research and practice may be that the decontextualised presentation of these phrases makes them unappealing to teachers (Flowerdew, 2015, p. 106) . Functions are often assigned to phrases by researchers through the inspection of concordance lines, which allow little context to be visible for each example of the use of a phrase. Some lexical bundle function categories, for example, seem to equate the function of a lexical bundle with its lexical content: the lexical bundle the number of, for example, is termed a referential "quantifier" (Biber's referential category 2a in Appendix A below) because it can be seen from the concordance line that it contains the word 'number'. The category of "stance bundles of importance" (Biber's stance category 2b in Appendix A below) similarly includes bundles such as of the most important. It would be difficult, however, using concordance lines alone, to assign a function to a phrase which contains no obviously lexical words, such as is that it is. This is one of Simpson-Vlach & Ellis's formulaic sequences which, as part of their identification methodology, was judged to be salient and teachable by their EAP informants, and yet does not appear to carry much functional meaning when decontextualised and presented in a list. When researchers extract phrases from their context and present them in a list, it may make these corpus linguistic phrases opaque, and thus less salient, to learners and teachers. It was clear from section 3.2 that the phrases in EAP teaching materials contain more clausal features, giving the impression that practitioners preferred to highlight phrases where a discourse function could clearly be identified from the context, rather than fragmented snippets that they felt were unmeaningful.
A related salience issue may be that the arcane nature of some of the functions suggested by researchers for their phrases, while a necessary part of a comprehensive theoretical framework, makes them unsuitable for incorporation into teaching materials because they are conceptually too challenging for teachers and learners. Functional classifications for phrases such as "epistemic stance" and "intangible framing attributes," for example, might be cognitively challenging for some EAP teachers to teach, and for their students to learn about. It is not hard to imagine that the idea of functions in general -as a "meta" concept beyond the surface of texts -is difficult for teachers and learners to grasp alongside the myriad other features they have to contend with.
To sum up, based on the above comparison of the forms and functions of phrases for teaching EAP writing, it seems safe to say that Halliday has had more direct influence on EAP research in this area than on EAP practice. Practitioner producers of phrase lists for EAP writing pedagogy, by and large, seem to be less concerned with adopting the work of corpus linguistic researchers, and have focused on more pragmatic, text-focused phrases they feel are more salient to their learners. (Liu, 2012) (continued on next page) (continued ) Functions of Common Lexical Bundles in Academic Textbooks (Biber, 2006, pp. 166e168) Functions of the Top 50 Lexical Bundles in Research Articles, Dissertations and MA Theses (Hyland, 2008, pp. 13e14) Functions of Academic Formulas (Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010) Functions of Multi-word Constructions (Liu, 2012) Dissertations and MA Theses (Hyland, 2008, pp. 13e14) Stance bundles express attitudes that frame some other proposition 1 Epistemic stance e impersonal are more likely to, by the fact that 2 Attitudinal/Modality stance a) Ability/effort: Impersonal it is difficult to, it is possible to b) Importance: Impersonal it is important to, of the most important Participant-oriented 1 Stance features e convey the writer's attitudes and evaluations are likely to be, it is possible that 2 Engagement features e address readers directly it should be noted that, as can be seen
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Stance Expressions
(1) Hedges: (more) likely to (be), [it/there] may be, to some extent (2) Epistemic stance: assumed to be, be seen as, be considered as (3) Obligation and directive (it should) be noted, need not be (4) Expressions of ability and possibility: can be used (to) (5) Evaluation: the importance of, important role in (6) Intention/volition, prediction: to do so, we do not Stance/Interperson\al/ Impersonal Expressions 3.1. Epistemic stance: NP(I/ We) argue that, NP (I/We) believe that 3.2. Attitudinal/modality stance: be able to VP, tend to VP, be (more) likely to VP Discourse Organizers express textual functions which are concerned with the meaning of the sentence as a message in relation to the surrounding discourse on the other hand, at the same time Text-oriented e concerned with the organisation of the text and its meaning as a message or argument: 1 Transition signals e establishing additive or contrastive links between elements: on the other hand, in contrast to the 2 Resultative signals e mark inferential or causative relations between elements as a result of, it was found that 3 Structuring signals e text-reflexive markers which organise stretches of discourse or direct reader elsewhere in text in the present study, as shown in figure  4 Framing signals e situate arguments by specifying limiting conditions in the case of, with respect to the
Discourse Organising Functions
(1) Metadiscourse and textual reference: as shown in, in the next section, (in) this paper (we) (2) Topic introduction and focus: For example [if/in/the], what are the (3) Topic elaboration (a) non-causal are as follows, in more detail, see for example (b) cause and effect [a/the] result of, due to the, so that the (4) Discourse markers: as well as, at the same (time) Discourse/Textual Organizers 2.1. Linking: such as (det þ N), for example, as well as, in addition (to) 2.2. Topic introduction: as to wh-clause/NP, let us/ me þ infinitive Functions of common lexical bundles in academic textbooks (Biber, 2006, pp. 166e168) Functions of the top 50 lexical bundles in RAs, dissertations and MA theses (Hyland, 2008, pp. 13e14) Functions of Academic Formulas (Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010)
Functions of Multi-word Constructions (Liu, 2012) Referential Bundles help writers structure their experience 1. Identification is one of the, is known as the 2. Specification of attributes a) Quantity/mathematical expression of the number of, the magnitude of the b) Predicative is equal to the, is given by the c) Tangible framing attributes the size of the, in place of the d) Intangible framing attributes in the case of, as a result of 3. Time/place/text/other reference a) Place or institution reference the united states and, in the united states b) General location reference or framing in the same direction, the surface of the c) Text deixis as shown in figure, in this chapter we Research-oriented e help writers to structure their activities and experiences of the real world: 1. Location e indicating time/place: at the beginning of, at the same time 2. Procedure: the use of the, the role of the 3. Quantification: the magnitude of the, a wide range of 4. Description: the structure of the, the size of the 5. Topic e related to the field of research: in the Hong Kong, the currency board system
Referential Expressions
(1) Specification of attributes (a) Intangible framing attributes [a/the] form of, (in) such a (way) (b) Tangible framing attributes (as) part of, [a/the] the change in (c) Quantity specification: a list of, [a/large/the] number of (2) Identification and focus: a variety of, is for the, it is not (3) Contrast and comparison: and the same, different from the, is much more, (the) difference between (the) (4) Deictics and locatives a and b, the real world, of the system (5) Vagueness markers and so on Referential/Ideational 1.1. Framing/intangible framing attributes: according to (det þ N) 1.2. Tangible framing attributes: (in) the form of (det/N), (as/in) the size of (det þ N) 1.3 Identification/identity specification: there be no NP, there be det þ N 1.4. Qualifying: at all, as a whole 1.5. Quantity specification: a/the (large/small) number of, a lot of 1.6. Referential place/text/ direction: in this article/ chapter, in public, see table X 1.7 Referential time/ sequence: (at/by) the end of (det þ N), (at) the time of (det þ N) 1.8. Reporting/description/ interpretation: NP suggest that, NP show that 1.9. Multifunctional: the
